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www.eurocoustic.com

EUROCOLORS TONGA® A 22

The third restaurant in the O PANDA chain opened
in Nîmes, with a seating capacity of 280 persons in
the dining hall and 40 on the terrace. The restaurant
is extremely easy to access and is located near the
Kinepolis multiplex and commercial district.

• Acoustic performance: thanks to their optimal acoustic absorption performance of αw = 1, TONGA® A 22
tiles improve acoustic comfort by reducing ambient
noise to ensure that conversations are clearer and
more intelligible.

Eurocoustic helped create an inviting, modern and
stylish interior by providing the acoustic and decorative ceilings.

• Eurocolors: Eurocolors range helped give the restaurant its own identity. In this case, the contrast
between the warm, cold, light and dark colors elicits
a feeling of excitement and creates a comfortable
atmosphere.

CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS
• Stylish design
• Acoustic comfort

PRODUCT BENEFITS

OUR SOLUTION

■ Acoustic absorption: αw = 1

Eurocolors TONGA® A 22 tiles designed to give users a
comfortable and peaceful setting by absorbing sound
to ensure intelligible conversations while maintaining
the cocktail party effect. These tiles meet the requirements of the applicable fire safety standards for this
type of building.

■ Fire reaction: A1 for the white tiles
and A2-s1, d0 for the colored ones
■ Over 700 format and veil combinations
■  1 5-year warranty for the complete system
(tiles and grids)
■  Indoor Air Quality (IAQ): A+ Class

CITY: Nîmes
COUNTRY: France
BUILDING: Restaurant
COMPLETION DATE: 2012
Saint-Gobain Eurocoustic
1, place Victor Hugo
92411 Courbevoie Cedex - France
Tel: (+33) 1 56 37 02 40
Fax: (+33) 1 56 37 02 69
www.eurocoustic.com

CONTACTS
• Sales Manager:
Alain Bourdette: +33 (0)6 80 64 89 12
alain.bourdette@saint-gobain.com
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